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ABSTRACT
Colour is a powerful tool when used to code
information on a graphics display, and the
growth in the number of colour displays
increases the importance of understanding the
potential of colour coding.
This paper describes the ways in which colour
can ~e used . to code information, and reviews
preV10US gU1de11nes. An experiment examining
the quantitative, rather than qualitative, use
of colour in ten different ordinal scales is
described. The results generate new guidelines
that demonstrate the importance of displaying a
r efe rence scale, and show that when applied out
of context the previous guidelines can
significantly underestimate the power of colour
coding.
KEYWORDS: Human factors, Colour coding scales,
Colour models.
INTRODUCTION
Wh~n displaying information graphically,
co lour 1S both extremely effective and efficient
in terms of the speed and amount of data
absorbed, and the level of recall. Colour
coding does not, however, improve accuracy; if
accuracy is important then numbers should be
used. There are two principal methods of
em ployi ng colour:

1 . Nominal coding, in which colours are used
qualita tively and are not ordered in any fashion
but one co lour represents one aspect of the
information, e . g. a complex wiring diagram where
each wir e is represented by its own colour;
2 . Ordinal coding, in which a (discrete or
con tinuous) ordered sc al e of colour is used
qua ntitatively to repr ese nt the ordered values
of a set of data, e.g. a temperature scale whe re
the coding is t ypi ca ll y from blue (cold) to red
(hot), or a contour map where heights above sea
l e vel ar e colour cod e d .

The research that has been carried out in
the use of colour in visual displays has been
into the application of nominal coding,
especially in the area of enhancing visual
search and identification performance under the
auspices of US military contracts. In the
1950's the central question was "how many
colours can be used for error-free recognition ? "
and the answers ranged from 6 to 10 depending
upon the precise experimental conditions. This
work was given impetus by the emergence of
information theory as an analysis technique.
In
later years more complex experiments were
constructed to examine the contribution of
colour as merely one dimension out of several
available (e.g. shape, size), towards visual
search. For a survey of this work, see either
Jones (5) or the later paper of Christ [1).
Host of this work however was concerned with the
viewing of coloured physical objects or in some
studies with photographs, spectral lights or in
one instance, with colour film.
In recent years, there has been a rapid
development of colour raster graphics device s .
The ~arly ones were able to displa y 4 or
poss1bly 8 colours, including black and white,
and there was little control over the quality of
the display. It is now possible to get ra s t er
graphics systems that select a pixel from a
palette of over 16 million colours. The
a~plicability of these early studies to colours
d1splayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT) is
dubious; the colour of physical objects is
dependent on reflected light, whereas a CRT
emits light and complicates the wa y in which
colours are perceived.
Previously the cost of graphics equipment
offering accurate colour representation s
restricted the use of colour to nominal codes
and the results generated for physical static'
d1splays remained satisfactory . However, with
colour raster graphics devices, the cost
argument is no longer valid, and ordinal sca l es
flowing from one colour t o another may be easily
generated. The result s for nominal scales do
no t hold when appLied out of context to the use
of ordinal scales, and as this te chno l ogy is new
it is not surprising that no research has been
performed in thi s area.
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The importance of such work grows when one
considers dynamic displays; for example, moving
a window around a map, displaying the on-line
calculations of a model, or reporting on the
current position of a number of devices. This
paper describes experiments that have been
performed to identify some guidelines for
constructing ordinal scales. The results from
the first of a series of experiments will be
discussed. The direction of future work is also
outlined.
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systems for specifying the r el ationships between
colours and they fall naturall y into three classes.

Lightness
Saturation
Hue

The Definition of Colour
There are a variety of terms used to
described the different aspects of colour. For
consistency, the three terms 'lightness', 'hue'
and 'saturation' will be used. For a fuller
discussion of colour on CRT's see Murch [9] or
Foley and van Dam [3, Chapter 17].
'Lightness'
If a light source illuminating an object
contains all the wavelengths to which the human
eye is sensitive, and the object reflects all
those wavelengths equally, the colour of the
o bject will either appear as black, or some
intervening level of grey or white and is said
to be achromatic. The lightness of the object,
i.e. the amount of reflected light, determines
the position in the achromatic scale.

Fi p- ure la : The Perceptual Colour Dimensions.

1.

Perceptual

The earliest and probably best known is the
Munsell s ys tem [10].
It consists of a se t of
standard colours organised in three-dimensi ons
corresponding to hue , lightness and saturation
(HLS); the colours are perceived as being equidistant from their neighbours . Th e e nt ire s ystem
is described in cylindrical co-ordinates, see
Figure I, in which the po si tion of various scales
is indicated. Figure s lb through ld are only
changing one dimension, le is changing bo th
lightness and saturation simultaneously. A second
perceptual system has been created by the Optical
Society of America [11]. The use of these systems
with graphics systems is considered by Meyer [7] .

If the strength of the light s ource is
increased, the lightness remains constant, but
its 'brightness' increases on a scale that runs
from dark to bright. Colloqually the two
phenomena are frequently treated synonymously
and it ma y be difficult under some circumstances
to distinguish between them.
Because of the
method of generating a colour display on a CRT ,
namely the emission of light and not reflection ,
these two phenomena are not independent.
'Hue'
Objects that reflect or emit unequal
distributions of wavelengths are sa id t o be
chromatic. The hue depends on the dominant
wavelength of the light and determines the name
associated with the "colour" that we see,
e.g. wavelen g ths between 450 and 480nm are
predominantly blue, 500 to 550nm green and above
610nm red.

lb

Achromatic Scale

lc

Saturation Scale

Id

Hue/Painbow Scale

le

Coloured Scale

'Saturation'
Purity or saturation mea s ures the spread of
the distribution of wavelengths on a scale
s tartin g from th e pur e hu e , i.e . fully
s~turated , then becoming l ess sa turat ed until
r eac hing a ne utral grey. There are a numb e r of
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ii.

Physical

The perceptual systems are purely
subjective and in 1931 an objective system based
on wavelengths was set up by the Commission
Internationale l'Eclairage (CIE). This uses
three primary imaginary colours to define all
feasible colours.
111.

Graphics

Colour monitors create colours by combining
primary colours. A CRT cannot produce all possible
colours, and the limit or 'gamut' of colours it can
produce is defined by the red-green-blue (RGB)
colour model which is a cube with the three
primaries on diagonally opposite corners, see
Figure 2. Because the dimensions do not correspond
to the perceived dimensions this model is difficult
to manipulate and consequently user-orientated
models, such as the HLS model, have been developed
to map the RGB cube into more intuitive space.
These mappings are one-to-one but not linear and
c an be done by a computer; see Foley and van Dam
[3, pp611-620] for more details.
Blue

It was decided to start by looking at these
fundamental assumptions under very simple
environmental conditions. A high resolution
colour graphics device (PLUTO [13]) capable of
generating more than 16 million colours was
used, controlled by a low-level version of GKS
implemented on a SAGE IV microcomputer. The
experiments were restricted to static displays
of colour placed on a mid-grey background.
.
~e initial experiments were designed to
lnvestlgate the errors people made when trying
to place isolated colours into their correct
place in an ordinal scale. Four different types
of scale were constructed, corresponding to
Figure lb to e respectively;
i.

achromatic or grey scale; starting with
black,then passing through grey to white

ii.

saturation; ranging from grey to a pure
colour

iii. hue or rainbow; starting with white then
running through the pure colours, in a
rainbow sequence, ending with red.
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coloured; ranging from black through a pure
colour to white

The rainbow scale has no intuitive
beginning or end, and yet is probabl y most
widely used in computer graphics; the sequence
suggested by Poulton [14] was implement e d.
There were four different variations of scales
ii and iv, based on pure colours of red blue
green and yellow. Each scale consisted'of
'
twenty colours, the individual colours wer e
generated by initial matching under controlled
lighting conditions with the Munsell colour s .

Figure 2: The RGB Cube

Experlments
It is an lmplicit as s umption with the use
o f o rdinal scal e s that people can look at
lndlvldual colour s from within a s c ale and be
a bl e t o locate their relative positions in th e
sc al e . It is also implied that if the scale
r e pr es ent s so me phy s ical property, e.g. height
o n a c ontour map, then people are capable of
s ubj ec tlv e ly translating the various colour s
i nt o appr o priat e value s of the property .

The advantage of using Munsell colours l S
that they ensure equal perceptual spacing
although in practice the spacing was modifi e d
slightly to overcome induced effects from th e
background. The length of the scales was
selected to be longer than that required f o r
error-free performance (on the basis of th e
previous work and a few initial trials ) and wa s
held constant in this series of e xperime nt s .
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The experimental procedure was as follows
for each subject :
1.

A colour blindness test [6) was performed

2. A scale was displayed on the graphics screen
whilst instructions were given on a neighbouring
green monochrome screen; apart from a shaded
light for the keyboard, there was no other light
in the windowless room. The subject controlled
the rate of instructions with a numeric keypad.
The scale was 20 uniform rectangles, each 12mm x
15mm in size and arranged horizontally at the
top of the screen separated by a grey border.
The colours were numbered underneath from 1 to
20. The computer displayed another rectangle
measuring 16mm x 20mm in the centre of the
screen. Five examples were given, in which this
lower rectangle was filled with a colour from
the scale and the correct number was shown
underneath. Then another five practice colours
were generated and the subject typed in the
(subjectively) appropriate number and the
computer then responded with the correct one.
This was all the training that was received.
3. A sequence of 60 random colours from the
scale were now displayed in the centre of the
graphics screen. There was a gap of 77mm
between the bottom of the reference scale and
the top of each of these colours. The colours
were shown alone or in groups of either 5 or 20.
For each colour the subject had to type the
appropriate number. No time limit was placed on
the subject to respond, although unbeknown the
response time was recorded by the computer, and
there were f acilities for the correction of
errors. The computer did not respond with the
correc t number.
4. The horizontal reference scale was removed
and the subject repeated stage 3 with a
different random sequence of 60 colours.
5. Stages 2 through 4 were then repeated for
each of the four types of scales. Each subject
on l y did a si ngle variation of th e saturation
and co lour ed scales with an equal number of
people doing each variation.
Thus eac h subject made a total of 480 responses .
The total response times ranged from 30 minutes
to an extreme of 140 minutes. No subjects were
r e t es ted, and motivation was generated by
offe rin g prizes for lowest er r or performance s.

Re suI ts
The experiments were designed to see if
people could respond correctly to a colour and
place it accurately in an ordinal scale. The
criterion is therefore the degree of error
involved in this response. The errors made by
s~bjects can be considered to be of three types.
F1rstly, ~rocedural errors caused by bad typing
or confus1ng the ends of the scale and
responding 1 to 20, or 20 to 1. Secondly,
perceptual errors due to induced effects of
neighbouring colours either in the scale or 1n
the main display area, perceptual errors may
also be caused by the difference in size between
the stimulus and the colours in the reference
scale. The final group of errors are
judgemental i.e. comparison errors when the
reference scale was shown, combined with errors
of memory when the scale was removed. The
following analysis includes all types of errors;
there were only 13 procedural errors in over
16,000 responses.
A simple measure would be to take the
percentage of correct responses but thi s
conceals a lot of information such as the size
of error, and the uniformity of error on the
scale. The responses were converted into
percentage error terms - on a 20 colour scale
an error of 1 is 100/(20-1) = 5.3% - and the'
results for a total of 33 adult subjects shown
1n Appendix B and Figure 3.
The variations of the coloured and the
saturated scales are all c lump ed together; ther e
was no significant difference between the
coloured scales, however, the saturation scal~s
were significantly different at the 5% level
using a rank-sum test. The yellow saturation
scale was the best, followed . by the green, blu~
and then worst of all the red saturation scale.
It is unclear whether this r~sult holds for all
saturation scales, or if it is simpl y caused by
the specific combination of colours used in thi s
experiment.
As is clear from Figure 3, the penalty for
displaying a ref ere nc e sca l e is extremely
hlgh , on average doubling the size of e rror.
Thi s is most marked i n the rainbo w scale, which
l~ck~ an intuitive internal s tru ctur~, making it
d~fftcu~t to . associate magnitude with th e sca l e .
Dtsplaytng dtfferent numbers of colours c l ~ar l y
sho wed that they wer e being used for int erna l
reference purposes; the performance with 20 was
better than with 5 whi c h in turn wa s s li ghtly
bett e r than with t.
n~t
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No significant difference was found between
males and females but there is a significant
difference between those with normal colour
vision and those who made mistakes in the colour
blindness test. This is despite the fact that
four or less mistakes is not considered as
evidence of colour blindness. One might
consider the mistakes and the poor performance
both result from sheer carelessness but if this
were the case, these people should have
completed the tests more rapidly, which they did
not. This suggests a physical rather than
psychological reason.

A red-green colour blind person has
subsequently taken the tests (but too late to be
included in the analysis) and scored in the top
third! This may indicate the subject made a
conscious effort to compensate, or that the
difficulty of the task dominated any errors due
to colour matching, the reason is unknown as the
sample size is obviously too small.
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Fi g ur e J: Box Pl o t s t o s how distributi o n of Averag e Size of Error.
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Although two subjects spent considerable
time memorising the colours and performed very
well, there was no significant correlation
between the total response time and the error
rate. When the responses within each scale are
examined, it is found that the variance of
errors increases towards the middle of the
scale. This was despite the fact that each
colour was selected as being equidistant (as
defined by Munsell) from its neighbours. The
result is not entirely surprising, especially
for scales with natural beginnings and/or
endings, which provide subjects with reference
or anchoring points.
Finally, information theory was used to
measure the real number of separate colours
people were using in the scales. The method of
analysis is described in Appendix A; the results
are shown below in Table 2.
The use of the rainbow scale without a
reference scale is equivalent to the early
experiment on nominal scales, and as expected
this result agrees with previous work, cf.
Miller [8]. When a reference scale is shown the
coloured scales are all significantly better
than the achromatic scale at the 5% level using
a rank-sum test. However, after the reference
scale was removed, the achromatic and coloured
scales performed equally well. This is
interesting as of course the achromatic scale
may be produced on a black-and-white system.

Scale

Number of colours used St (rounded)
With ref. scale

Without ref. scale

Achromatic

8

6

Saturation
-Red
-Blue
-Green
-Yell ow

5
5
5
7

3
4
4
4

17

7

11

6

9
9
10

6
6

Rainbow
Coloured
-Red
-Bl ue
-Green
-Y e ll ow
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Discussion and Future Work
The experiments described here are only
preliminary and other experiments are currently
continuing. The length of the scale was held
constant at 20 for all of these experiments; it
is hypothesised that if the length were reduced
a maximum number of usable colours would be
found and this is being investigated .
Whilst the colours were equidistant in
perceptual space the errors were not uniform. It
is desirable in practice to have for each stimulus
an approximately equal variance, and new scales
of equal discriminability are being constructed
based on the methodology of Garner and Hake [4].
Another hypothesis under investigation is
that scales of very uneven discriminability
might increase the number of usable colours and
that in fact, there is a trade-off between
uniformity of error and maximum transmission of
information. No time limits were placed on the
response time; it is hypothesised that the
rainbow scale would be less useful if there was
a limit. This has obvious implications for
dynamic displays.
These results for ordinal scales differ
from the previous experimental results for
nominal codes. This highlights the need to
ensure experimental results are not applied
beyond the context in which the experiment is
performed. Of course, this statement also holds
for the experimental results presented here.
Consider for example, a colour coded contour
map. Phillips [12] has shown that the
performance of scales depends on the ta sk being
performed; a rainbow scale is best when a s pot
height is needed, whereas a coloured scale is
better when the direction of the slope is of
in teres t.
The objective of this work is to establish
guidelines for the use of ordinal colour scales
for display purposes, especially comput e r
graphics. The first results measure the
performance of different colour scales both with
and without a reference scale, and furth e r
hypotheses are suggested . Much more work is
needed to examine the quantitative rather than
qualitative use of colour coding, especially
wheri used in dynamic situations .

5

Tabl e 2: Number of individual co lour s used 1n
eac h sca l e
Not e : Th ere wa s no S i g ni ficant di ffer e nce
be twe en th e co lour e d variation s .
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Appendix A: Information Theory
This appendix summarises the relevant
information theory that has been used in the
main text; for more details see Sheriden and
Ferrell [15. Chapter 5 and 6]. or Edwards [2].
The principle is shown in the diagram below.
namely that there may be differences between
information that is sent and information
received. that these differences are due to
information being lost or noise being added. and
that therefore the useful message is what is
transmitted. Psychologists have been applying
this form of analysis since the 1950's to
situations involving stimuli and responses.

colour j. j=l •••• S. Note that some of these
cells may be zero. Let Nj. be the total number
of perceptions of colour J and obviously:

If there are a large number of
presentations. the ratios N.k/N. etc may be
interpreted naturally on frequency probabilities
(the large sample size is crucial when using
psychological data). Given the discussion
above. the information in the stimuli 1S :
Is

= -~(k)

Output

Input

information

informa t ion

A measure of information is called the
'bit'; this measures in effect the number of
binary discriminations that must be made in
order to specify one event from a number of
alternatives. For example. if one is presented
with a colour drawn uniformly randomly from a
scale of eight. i.e. with a probability p=0.l25.
3 discriminations are needed to identify the
colou r. the first to select which of the two
groups of fou r colour s. the second which of the
two groups of two and the last which of the two
remaining colours. Mathematically. the amount
of in forma t ion needed (I) is:
I = -10g2 p= 3 bits
If the selectio n of a colour wer e not
uniform but according to a discrete distribution
with probabilities Pi for the ith colour. a
similar argument yields:

-L Pi

=

N.k/N

and the information shown in the response s
(which may include noise) is:
Ir

= ~(j)

10g2 p(j) where p(j)

j

Spurious information

I =

10g2 p(k) where p(k)

k

Lost information

The purpose of such an experiment 1S to
determine what information is conveyed by a
stimulus. Assume a stimulus k engenders response
j. by a similar fundamental argument to above:
I(k[j)

=

10g2 p(klj)/p(k)

i.e. the information conveyed is dependent upon
the prior probability of k before j were observed
and the changed posterior probability for k
after j occurs. From a series of response s the
average information transmitted is:
T = Lp(k.j) I (klj) wher e p(k. j)
jk
assuming each pair (k.j) is i nd e pend en t. By the
use of Bayes theorem. this may be rewritten
easily as:
T

where I rs

=

p(k.j) 10g2 p(k.j)

The lost and spurious information are defined
naturally by balances as:

10g2 Pi

Is - T and Ir - T respectively.
Consider now an expe riment in which ther e is
a scale of S colours each of which is pr esented
N. k , k=l .. S, times randomly. A subject responds
to eac h pr ese ntation by stating whi ch colour he
per ce ives it to be; for the N.k pres e ntations of
co l ou r k, l et th e r esponses be Njk pe rceptions of

If there was a perfect co rr ela ti on between
stimulus and r es pons e. then T = Ir = Is. Thi s
relationship may be used t o determine how many
different stimuli we re actually being us e d
accu rat e l y. i.e.
St = 2T (generally round ed to int ege r).
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Append ix B - Result s
OBSERVER
NUMBER

AVERAGE SIZE
OF ERROR

PERCENTAGE
OF CORRECT
RESPONSES

19
31
4
27
5
12
20
29
24
15
6
33
9
7
25
28
13
22
S
21
1
2
32
16
26
17
11
23
3
30
10
14
18

6. 05
5.37
5.16
5.26
4.53
4.47
4.53
4.00
4.05
4.47
4.11
4.63
4.42
3.74
3.95
3.63
3.47
3.63
3.21
3.53
3. 42
3.89
3.53
2.95
2. 95
3.16
3. 32
3.00
3.11
2.37
2.05
1.79
1. 32

40.B3
43.75
45.62
46.85
48.12
48.54
4S.96
49.17
49.37
49.58
49.79
50.S3
51.04
53.12
53.75
54.17
54.37
54.79
55.00
55.83
56.04
57.29
57.29
5S.54
5S.96
59.17
60 . 62
61.87
62.29
66.67
68.33
73.33
SO.63

SEX

,..
,.. F
,..
,..
F
M
M

F

'"

,..'"F
M

SCORE IN
COLOUR
BLINONESS
TEST
4
1
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2

F

'"F
,..

F

,..
,..
,..

0
0
0
1

H

F
F
H

,..

F
F

M
M

H

,..

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOT AL RESPONSE
TIME (MINUTES)

33.45
46.65
38.02
74.43
83.32
32.15
57.90
35.25
64.33
63.68
29.53
46.60
46.87
47 .72
51.58
65.32
2S.63
50.55
45.38
85.03
44.70
46.73
47.65
45.57
48.70
39.63
49.02
46.93
42.07
140.32
67.77
45.08
97 . 42
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